PRESTIGE SERIES
EFFORTLESS STYLE AND QUALITY
EFFORTLESS STYLE AND QUALITY. Prestige Series brings the legendary excellence of Baldwin into more homes and more hands. With the Prestige Series, any homeowner can instantly create an atmosphere of confidence from the moment someone knocks on the door. Prestige Series products are easy to install and include SmartKey® re-key technology for the DIY enthusiast. Featuring the Spyglass collection, which combines function and design with contemporary lines and a clean aesthetic along with the new functionality of a lever entrance set.

HANDLESETS/ENTRANCE SETS

AVENDALE (AEH) W/ CARNABY KNOB
BIGHORN (BNH) W/ CARNABY KNOB
TORREY PINES (TPE) W/ TORREY LEVER
MEDINA (MDH) W/ MADRINA LEVER

NAUTICA (NAH) W/ TOBIN LEVER
PISTORIA (PAH) W/ MADRINA LEVER
TORREY PINES (TPH) W/ TORREY LEVER
SPYGGLASS (SPH) W/ SPYGGLASS LEVER

SPYGGLASS (SPE) W/ SPYGGLASS LEVER
WESLEY (WYH) W/ ALCOTT KNOB
WESLEY (WYH) W/ CARNABY KNOB
PRESTIGE SERIES is solid door hardware with authentic designs in popular finishes. Featuring a lifetime warranty, Prestige Series products are easy to install and include SmartKey® re-key technology for the DIY enthusiast. Now featuring Microban® anti-microbial technology built into the finish, providing nonstop antimicrobial product protection for the life of the product.

**KNOBS**

- ALCOTT (ATK) W/ ROUND ROSE
- CARNABY (CYK) W/ ARCH ROSE
- CARNABY (CYK) W/ ROUND ROSE

**LEVERS**

- MADRINA (MDL) W/ ARCH ROSE
- SPYGLASS (SPL) W/ SQUARE ROSE
- TOBIN (TBL) W/ ROUND ROSE
- TORREY PINES (TOL) W/ SQUARE ROSE

**DEADBOLTS**

- ARCH (ARB) SINGLE CYLINDER
- ROUND (RDB) SINGLE CYLINDER
- ROUND (RDB) DOUBLE CYLINDER
- SPYGLASS (SDB) SINGLE CYLINDER
- TORREY PINES (SLB) SINGLE CYLINDER

**SMARTKEY SECURITY**

Professional Grade Security
- Bump proof and superior pick resistance
- Re-key your lock yourself – Secure your home in seconds

Key all your Prestige Series and SmartKey locks the same for One Key Convenience

**EASY INSTALLATION**

- Fits all standard door preparations
- Fully reversible both left and right-hand doors
- Fits 1-3/8” (35mm) to 1-3/4” (44mm) thick doors
- Adjustable latch fits 2-3/8” (60mm) or 2-3/4” (70mm) backsets

**SOLID CONSTRUCTION**

FEEL THE DIFFERENCE
**PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS**

**Door Preparation**
- 2-1/8” cross bore and 1” edge bore for handleset grip, deadbolt latch, and Entry/Privacy/Passage functions.

**Door Thickness**
- Handlesets support 1-3/4” doors standard and 2-1/4” doors with thick door kit.
- Deadbolts/Knobs/Levers support 1-3/8” up to 1-3/4” standard and 1-3/4” up to 2-1/4” doors with thick door kit.

**Cylinder**
- SmartKey® re-key technology with KW1 cylinder.

**Backset**
- Adjustable latch backset (2-3/8” or 2-3/4”).

**Front & Latch**
- Handlesets/Deadbolts contain round corner latch face. Knobs/Levers contain round corner, square corner and drive-in latch face.

**Strike**
- Deadbolt contains round corner four hole security strike. Handleset Grip/Knobs/Levers contain full lip round corner strike.

**Latch Bolt**
- Deadbolt features 1” throw brass bolt latch. Handleset grip offers ½” passage function bolt. Entry/Privacy/Passage function offer ½” bolt.

**Hanging**
- Handlesets include both LH and RH levers. Knobs are reversible for LH and RH doors. Levers are reversible for Entry/Privacy/Passage. Half dummy requires handing for levers.

**FUNCTIONS**

**CONVERSION KITS**
- Single Cylinder Handleset can be converted to:
  - Double Cylinder – OR – Full Dummy

**FINISHES**
- 15 Satin Nickel
- 514 Matte Black
- 11P Venetian Bronze
- LO3 Polished Brass